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WORLD'S MOST DANGEROUS RESCUE
This series offers an in-depth look at some of the world’s most remarkable rescue
missions, both those that are familiar and others that flew under the radar but
are no less incredible. Whether it’s being saved from a tsunami, dragged from a
ferocious fire or a plane that has crashed in the middle of the ocean. This series will
recount these extraordinary tales in a way that has never been done before. Each
episode features a variety of five to six different dangerous rescues that have been
caught on camera.

5x60‘ | Producer: MiddleChild | Quintus Original | In Production

Trailer: World‘s Most Dangerous Rescues I Password: Quintus2015

THE MOST MYSTERIOUS PLACES IN
THE WORLD
In this series, we reveal and uncover the strangest, eye-opening events using first-
hand witness testimony and experts to unravel each peculiar act and incredible 
story. From mysterious sightings and weird occurrences to miracle acts and 
convention busting myths that shock as much as they intrigue...

6x60‘ | Producer: Vachler Art Company | Quintus Original | In Production

Sizzle: The Most Mysterious Places in the World I Password: Quintus2015

SUPERCAR TECH
Supercars combine engineering, science, and art into a single high-performance 
lust-worthy package. Sexy, fast and full of the latest technological feats. Yet, what 
if we could deconstruct them and trace the evolution of the Supercar genre from 
its primordial form through its latest and greatest state-of-the-art carbon fibre, 
hybridized variants while highlighting the crucial technology that transforms 
motorized carriages into rocket ships for the road?

6x60‘ | Producer: Cry Havoc | Production year: 2022

Screener: Supercar Tech I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/735462416/4d0ab15949
https://vimeo.com/750424371
https://vimeo.com/752919081


WILD CATS
Wild Cats will take you on a journey through sub-Saharan Africa to the jungles of
India and over the snow-covered mountains of North America to the magnificent
Amazon Rainforest. There you will come face to face with both the big and small
cats these beautiful continents have to offer.

3x60‘ | Producer: Big Media | Quintus Original | In Production

Screener: Wild Cats I Password: Quintus2015

BANGED UP: MY STORY
What is life in prison really like? How does it feel to spend 23hrs a day locked in 
a cell? Or to have to share your meals with killers and rapists? In Banged Up: My 
Story, we hear first-hand from ex-convicts from some of the toughest prisons in 
the world. We sit down with them as they tell their very personal stories, and for 
the first time ask them the questions that audiences have always wanted to ask 
about what it is really like to be incarcerated.

4x60‘ | Producer: Middlechild | Quintus Original | In Production

Screener: Banged Up: My Story I Password: Quintus2015

BEYOND BORDERS
Beyond Borders - Inside American Immigration  is a compelling and heart-stopping 
documentary series about ICE -  Immigration and Customs Enforcement. With 
exclusive access to ICE/ERO during the last year of Trump’s presidency the series 
captures in gripping detail the high stakes game of cat and mouse played out 
every day across America between law enforcement and those regarded as foreign 
criminals evading justice. Revealing the real challenges beyond the US borders. 

6x60‘ | Producer: Penninsula | Quintus Original | Production year: 2022

Sizzle: Beyond Borders - Inside American Immigration
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https://vimeo.com/780448972
https://vimeo.com/755147172


SCIENCE &
ENGINEERING



BUILDING BIG
Taking a look behind the scenes of the biggest and most complicated construction 
sites around.  Each episode takes an in-depth look at one of the biggest, longest, 
highest or most expensive constructions. One thing they all have in common: 
Building Big. From the longest and highest mountain cable car to the biggest and 
an Offshore Windpark to the longest Gas Pipeline in the country.

4x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2021

Screener: Building Big I Password: Quintus2015

MEGA MAKEOVER
Taking renovation to the next level. This extreme makeover series includes an 
airplane and a rollercoaster. Have a look at one of the world‘s largest sites of 
modern airplane construction. Experience how a plane is repurposed/refurbished 
into a cargo plane. The Next Project - a rollercoaster renovation several years in the 
making. A new wood construction using the latest high tech technology, and new 
rails for Germany‘s most popular roller coaster.

2x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2021

Screener: Mega Makeover I Password: Quintus2015

HEAVY LOAD
Taking an up close and insightful look at the journeys of the biggest transports 
around. Follow these massive transport endeavors on their journeys - each trip a 
veritable obstacle course. From transporting a ship over land to following a huge 
transport making its way through the Amazon rainforest and finally, navigating a 
massive transport through the narrow streets of Bonn.

6x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2021

Screener: Heavy Load I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/516266232
https://vimeo.com/516227974
https://vimeo.com/516388008


DISASTERS AT SEA - Season 3 LIMITED TERRITORIES AVAILABLE

Disasters at Sea takes viewers aboard a journey to investigate the world’s greatest 
marine mysteries as it returns for an all-new third season. Each episode of the series 
tells the unimaginable true story of a single maritime disaster through a unique 
combination of archival footage, harrowing re-enactments, expert analysis from 
marine investigators, and survivor testimonies.

6x60‘ | Producer: Exploration | Broadcaster: Bell Media | Production year: 2021

MUD MOUNTAIN HAULERS LIMITED TERRITORIES AVAILABLE

Taking place “just down the road” from the Highway Thru Hell, the show follows 
two brothers, Craig and Brent Lebeau, who have separate logging businesses in 
B.C.  Facing mud-soaked mountains, fierce competition, and the roughest time the 
industry’s seen in decades, Craig LeBeau’s got tough decisions to make. But this 
hard-ass logger always puts family and crew first, and Craig must start by burying  
the hatchet with his brother to keep his third-generation logging business alive. 

2x8x60‘ S3 6x60' | Producer: Exploration | Broadcaster: Bell Media | Production years:  2021-2023

Screener: Mud Mountain Haulers

DREAMCARS - INSIDE THE FACTORY
Up to 16 cylinders, six litres displacement and up to 1,500 hp – there are virtually 
no limits to the imagination of many European car manufacturers. Those able 
to spend six to seven figures get a rare gem of custom made race track feeling. 
An automobile of this calibre requires a complex manufacturing process that 
constantly presents the engineers with new challenges. Dreamcars - Inside the 
Factory showcases the league of extraordinary luxury vehicles from the first weld 
to the final polish.

6x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2020
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Screener: Dreamcars I Password: Quintus2015

https://review.bellmedia.ca/view/1035197404
https://vimeo.com/402466287


SPACETIME

Scientists have been studying time and space and trying to put together a giant 
puzzle. With the help of technology, experts in recent years have been able to find 
ground-breaking answers to mandkind's fundamental questions. Which moons 
of our solar system can sustain life as we know it? This series pursues these and 
many other exciting questions about our universe, time and space.

5x6x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | 
Production years: S1: 2016, S2: 2017, S3: 2018, S4: 2021, S5: 2022

GIANT POP UP CONSTRUCTIONS
Building a 30-story skyscraper in two weeks? A train track underbridge in a couple 
of hours? Pin-point planning and sometimes a slightly exotic interpretation 
of safety at work make this possible. Thousands of workers and plenty of huge 
machinery acting simultaneously create bizarre and breathtaking imagery while 
cutting-edge CGI explanations and deep insights into the planning process reveal 
a highly structured choreography behind the pretended chaos.

5x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: WELT, Discovery | Production year: 2020

Trailer: SpacetimeI Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Giant Pop-Up Constructions I Password: Quintus2015

EVIL KNOWS
This pop-science show is male-skewed entertainment at its best. „Evil“ Jared 
Hasselhoff - member of The Bloodhound Gang – puts himself in the crash test 
dummy position to find out about momentous quests, myths and phenomena 
from daily life. Each episode features various categories and crazy experiments 
from all around the world.

6x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: Discovery, RMC, Pro7 MAXX, T&E | Production year: 2016

Screener: Evil Knows I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/185960723
https://vimeo.com/403403614
https://vimeo.com/186231609


MEGA TRANSPORTS
 Our mega journey continues! This is transportation at its most epic and dramatic: 
human teams are pushed to the limit and machinery operates at capacity and 
beyond as huge teams across many countries execute pin-point planning to 
deliver on time - every time.

S1: 6x60‘ S2: 6x60‘ Specials: 2x60' | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: WELT, RMC, Discovery, A&E

MEGA MANUFACTURING
The series takes the viewer behind the scenes of the biggest and most advanced 
factories in the world, focusing on the creation of inimitable unique products. It takes 
the audience on a tour of some of the most awe-inspiring feats of manufacturing 
happening around the world today. From gigantic factories the size of cities to the 
largest passenger airplanes in the world everything about their creation is special. 
And because of their mega size, they come with their own challenges and drama.

6x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: WELT, RMC, Discovery | Production year: 2019

Screener: Mega Transports I Password: Quintus2015

GIANT HUBS
This series will shed a light on the hubs that make us go around the world. Each 
episode will showcase the world´s biggest transportation hubs with international 
travellers and international freight making their ways to far flying destinations 
every minute of the day and night. A 24/7 365 day per year nonstop happening, 
providing jobs for thousands. Cutting-edge CGI and first-hand narration from key 
characters will reveal what it really means to give millions of people and tons of 
freight on each single day the possibility to reach their expected destination.

6x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: WELT, RMC, Discovery | Production year: 2018

Screener: Giant Hubs I Password: Quintus2015
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Screener: Mega Manufacturing I Password: Quintus2015

https://vimeo.com/364341238
https://vimeo.com/290242858
https://vimeo.com/376661354


MEGA PIT STOPS
Everyone knows the pit stops from Formula 1 races: Choreographed and rehearsed 
to perfection – each team member is a cog in an unbelievably complex machine. 
But pit stops during races are one thing, but they can’t hold a wrench up to the 
mega pit stops this show’s got for you – the biggest vehicles on earth: planes, trains 
and ships.

5x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: N24, RMC, Discovery | Production year: 2018

GIANT CONSTRUCTIONS
Amongst the most epic structures to be found on this planet, they are the giants. 
This doc series presents an unusual view of the most breathtaking bridge structures 
ever built by man. It shows the sheer cruelty and inhumane efforts which fueled 
the construction and design of each of these individual giants, showing how much 
effort is required to maintain these unique structures.

5x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: N24, SRF, RMC, Discovery | Production year: 2016

Screener: Mega Pit Stops I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Giant Constructions I Password: Quintus2015
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ULTIMATE VEHICLES
This series takes a look at the most spectacular vehicles in the world: Civil air planes, 
tanks, ships, mega cars, military jets and trains. In each episode, the audience is 
introduced to ten of the most extravagant vehicles in the world. Ultimate Vehicles 
is a breathtaking mixture of speed, technological achievements and gigantism 
combined with exciting stories and plenty of take-away facts.

6x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: N24, RMC, Discovery | Production year: 2017

Screener: Ultimate Vehicles I Password: Quintus2015

https://vimeo.com/297904105
https://vimeo.com/188986497
https://vimeo.com/248444426


PORSCHE 911 - LEGEND ON WHEELS
Porsche 911 – the world’s most successful sports car. It combines sportiness and 
everyday functionality like no other vehicle. A street-legal race car. The latest 
version, the Porsche 992, is equipped with almost 400 hp in the basic version and 
costs almost a quarter of a million euros. In this documentary, racing legend Hans-
Joachim Stuck takes you through the world of what is perhaps the most famous 
sports car of all time.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2020

LEGENDARY PORSCHES
Porsche - hardly any other car manufacturer has produced as many legendary 
sports cars as the German Manufacturer. Test driver Lars Kern drives six of the 
original models on the Porsche race track in Leipzig - and he shows what they 
are capable of in terms of acceleration and driving pleasure. On the one hand a 
homage, on the other hand also a sporting advantage, because it can be used to 
test how new models behave in a wide variety of situations.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2020

CLASSIC CAR OVERHAUL - GERMANY
The documentary accompanies the complex tuning process of a Mercedes G 
and Mercedes S class. In the Brabus main plant in Bottrop Germany, all Daimler 
vehicles have been spruced up according to customer requirements for more than 
50 years. Around 450 employees tune current Mercedes models and breathe new 
life into iconic classic cars from the 1960s and 1970s. 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2019
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Screener: Porsche 911 I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Legendary Porsches I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Classic Car Overhaul I Password: Quintus2015

https://vimeo.com/599619772
https://vimeo.com/599606184
https://vimeo.com/599513599


BEST BANG FOR THE BUCK
In Dallas, in the US state of Texas, a large vehicle auction "Texas Classic Auction" is 
taking place. Around a thousand cars will be auctioned here in four days. One of 
the most famous auto salespeople in the United States is Alex Manos. His Beverly 
Hills Car Club business in Los Angeles sells classic cars around the world. Best Bang 
for the Buck - Classic Car Auction USA gives an insight into the trade in vintage 
cars from the US.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2019

HIGHSPEED THROUGH GERMANY
The exhaust pounds and the fans on Kurfürstendamm cheer: The Berlin boulevard 
is an absolute hotspot for so-called profiling trips by tuners and hobby mechanics. 
The illegal car races put onlookers and scene insiders under their dangerous spell. 
It is not uncommon for the speedsters to pay for the kick with their lives. Garage 
tuning vs. noble forge: Gas in your Veins - Highspeed Through Germany shows 
leisure tuners in their clubs and accompanies the refinement of an Audi RS 6 by 
ABT Tuning into a luxury-class sports vehicle.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016

Screener: Best Bang for the Buck I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Highspeed Through Germany I Password: Quintus2015

SUPERCAR TECH
Supercars combine engineering, science, and art into a single high-performance 
lust-worthy package. Sexy, fast and full of the latest technological feats. Yet, what 
if we could deconstruct them and trace the evolution of the Supercar genre from 
its primordial form through its latest and greatest state-of-the-art carbon fibre, 
hybridized variants while highlighting the crucial technology that transforms 
motorized carriages into rocket ships for the road?

6x60‘ | Producer: Cry Havoc | Production year: 2022

Screener: Supercar Tech I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/599560510
https://vimeo.com/599563585
https://vimeo.com/752919081


EXCEPTIONAL ENGINEERING
This series takes a behind-the-scenes look at the alluringly seductive construction 
and assembly process of global superlatives, where innovation merges with mind 
blowing machinery. From the world's biggest ships to hyper modern aircraft. This 
is one of the biggest truck factories and production site to armored steel vehicles. 
This is testosterone-fueled viewing at its best.

S1: 8x60‘ S2: 5x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: S1: 2016 S2: 2019

Screener: Exceptional Engineering I Password: Quintus2015

STEEL MONSTERS
They are the biggest, heaviest or deadliest of all machines. They are developed and 
built for very specific mega tasks. They are Steel Monsters. This series introduces 
the audience to outstanding technological achievements and showcases how 
creative and smart engineers can be when challenged with problems that seem 
unsolvable.

4x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2019

Screener: Steel Monsters I Password: Quintus2015

ROCKET SCIENCE
This mini-series gives a thrilling inside look into the birth and development of 
one of the most successful and reliable space programs in history. Spectacular, 
never-before-seen footage of the development, production and testing process, 
fascinating CGI and plenty of take-away facts make Rocket Science unique in the 
realm of space science and a must-see for every space enthusiast.

2x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT, AB Groupe, AMC | Production year: 2017

Screener: Rocket Science I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/374215317
https://vimeo.com/387712477
https://vimeo.com/261122252


FIELD GIANTS IN ACTION
Modern agriculture would be inconceivable without them. In Field Giants in 
Action - Agricultural Machines we take a look around the agricultural technology 
fair Agritechnica in Hanover. We are present at a harvesting mission in Western 
Pomerania and show the effort with which the XXL machines are transported.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2020

THE KITCHEN BUILDERS
The center of every home: the kitchen. Cooking, eating, socializing - this is where 
family life takes place. The Kitchen Builders - From Custom Made To Mass Produced 
accompanies the planning and implementation of different kitchen concepts.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

Screener: Field Giants in Action I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: The Kitchen Builders I Password: Quintus2015

TREACHEROUS TIMBER
Treacherous Timber: Loggers and their Mega Tools shows that woodworker have 
one of the most dangerous jobs in the world. When ordinary forest companies 
get stuck, the specialists are called. They remove storm damage in the forest, saw 
at breathtaking heights and cut down giant rotten trees before the dreaded bark 
beetle can spread uncontrollably. Whether with the help of a harvester, rope crane 
or 'flying saw' - you are well equipped for all locations.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

Screener: Treacherous Timber I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/599612649
https://vimeo.com/599586188
https://vimeo.com/599594332


GIANT TUNNEL MACHINES
Drilling, Digging, Blasting - Giant Tunnel Machines follows the tunnel builders 
that are in constant use for major construction projects such as German mega 
contruction sites “Stuttgart 21” and “Wendlingen-Ulm”. Numerous rail tunnels are 
being built in the south west of Germany, including three of the longest in the 
country. 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST CAR WASH
Up to 4,000 car washes and around 1,000 interior washes per day; plus 48 vacuum 
cleaner spaces, a petrol station and an oil change service. Washing, Waxing, 
Drying - The world's biggest Car Wash takes a look behind the scenes of the family 
business and shows the enormous effort involved in handling the vehicle masses.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

THE ICE - HIGH SPEED ON RAILS
The ICE operated by Deutsche Bahn is Germany's fastest train at 330 kilometers 
per hour. The ICE - High speed on rails accompanies an ICE train driver in his daily 
work and shows the training of new ICE train drivers in the simulator.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016

BIG TIME BREWING GERMANY
Pils, wheat beer, Kölsch or Alt: the variety of beers brewed in Germany is enormous. 
From harvest to glass. All you ever wanted to know about Germany's most popular 
drink. 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016

Screener: The world's biggest Car Wash I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: The ICE - High speed on rails I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Big Time Brewing Germany I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/599616142
https://vimeo.com/599531190
https://vimeo.com/599536835


CLASSIC CARS MAKEOVER
Hundreds of classic cars are restored every year in Germany and elsewhere. Costs 
for a complete job starts at just under 100,000 euros. Depending on the condition 
and equipment, it can quickly become twice as much. In this series we show you 
the ulitmate make over of the perfect ‚Pony Car‘ Ford Mustang, the Porsche 911 
and an absolute classic; the Pagode. Each episode shows the vintage version 
transformed into a premium-class classic car.

3x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2022

EARTHRISE - MISSION CLIMATE
Heat, drought, floods - climate change is changing our planet. The consequences 
range from devastating extreme weather and the creeping rise in sea level to 
small shifts in the Earth‘s gravity. Various factors influence the climate, a complex 
interaction. Not all connections are directly recognizable, others can even be 
observed from space today. Man changes the earth. Space travel plays a crucial 
role in recognizing these changes in the Earth system across the board. But more 
and more technology is also being used today to slow down global warming. It‘s a 
race against time because climate change is already changing life on earth.

1x120‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2022

GIANT LOGISTICS
What does it look like behind the scenes of a huge terminal where thousands of 
people transfer every day? Or trains that come and go every minute? How are 
these mega platforms structured and who is looking after these massive logistic 
operations? From manufacturing batteries to the Port of Bremen to Leipzig Airport, 
each of them with daily logistic challenges.

5x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2023
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HOW TO BUILD A DREAMCAR
Legendary cars known all over the world. BMW has been producing its iconic 
Alpina since 1965 and Mercedes is well known for the legendary G-Class model. 
Whereas Brabus transforms standard G-Class models into fully armoered vehicles. 
This series presets an impressive look at the productions of these iconic vehicles.

5x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2022

THE MIGHTIEST
Every machine is born with a mission. Some are meant to be bigger. Go faster. 
Ascent higher. Push harder. Some are meant for more. These are THE MIGHTIEST 
planes, trains, and ships on earth! Each 60-minute episode of THE MIGHTIEST 
presents incredible feats of human effort, technology and innovation connected 
together via a common theme.

6x60‘ | Producer: Bell Media | Production year: 2022

Trailer: The Mightiest

WE'RE ALL GONNA DIE 
It’s the apocalypse, but slightly more fun. WE’RE ALL GONNA DIE (Even Jay 
Baruchel) is a smart and quirky docuseries about the end of the world. Jay joins 
top scientists, activists, and experts to explore the global crises that could cause 
humanity‘s demise, all while finding the solutions and technological innovations 
that might save us all. Sure, it’s scary stuff, but the ultimate message is one of 
hope. We’re already afraid! Let’s do something about it.   

6x60‘ | Producer: Bell Media | Production year: 2022

Trailer: We‘re All Gonna Die
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https://review.bellmedia.ca/view/918669865
https://review.bellmedia.ca/view/408234730


CRIME



MOSCOW’S SERIOUS CRIME FIGHTERS
The SEK Moscow is one of the most important associations of the Russian Guard. 
The Guard is responsible for Russia's internal security. It employs around 400,000 
people, including well over a hundred special units.

1x60‘ | Producer: WELTN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2019

THE WITTLICH PRISON COMPLEX
The Wittlich prison complex is unique in Germany. What do the prisoners' everyday 
life and future plans look like, as well as the training of prison officers? The Wittlich 
Prison Complex – A Town Behind Bars provides insights behind bars in the German 
Eifel.

1x60‘ | Producer: N24 | Broadcaster: N24 | Production year: 2019

Screener: Moscow’s serious crime fighters I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: The Wittlich Prison Complex I Password: Quintus2015

BEYOND BORDERS
Beyond Borders - Inside American Immigration  is a compelling and heart-stopping 
documentary series about ICE -  Immigration and Customs Enforcement. With 
exclusive access to ICE/ERO during the last year of Trump’s presidency the series 
captures in gripping detail the high stakes game of cat and mouse played out 
every day across America between law enforcement and those regarded as foreign 
criminals evading justice. Revealing the real challenges beyond the US borders. 

6x60‘ | Producer: Penninsula | Production year: 2022

Sizzle: Beyond Borders - Inside American Immigration
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https://vimeo.com/599533997
https://vimeo.com/599499787
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/678075930


NO-GO ZONES
Following the mega success of Behind Bars, No-Go Zones: The World´s Toughest 
Places reveals what it really means to be part of some of the world´s most infamous 
microcosms: highly criminal hoods, occupied blocks, red light districts... At each 
location the audience will walk and talk with the people who are part of these 
places, to them the streets, corners, bars and prisons are at the same time both 
their homes and a way of life. 

6x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: Discovery, N-TV | Production year: 2019

BEHIND BARS

This series reveals what it really means to be part of this very special world behind 
bars. Experience first-hand the challenges each guard faces on a daily basis as 
well as the prisoner’s struggles to develop strategies for survival. Behind Bars – The 
World’s Toughest Prisons gives unprecedented access into a microcosm that only 
a few will ever experience but which is a brutal everyday reality for many.

S1: 6x60‘(2016),S2: 7x60‘(2018),S3: 7x60‘(2022) | Producer: Maximus 
Broadcaster: Discovery, A&E, N-TV

Screener: No-Go Zones I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Behind Bars I Password: Quintus2015

PRISON ISLAND ITALY
Gorgona - better known as the prison Island in Italy. We will get a unique look behind 
the scenes of this unique prison farm. What is it like to be one of the 100 inmates 
on this island that  has a long waiting list of prisoners wanting to be transferred to 
this island where it is possible to move freely whilst working on the farm. 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2022
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https://vimeo.com/562762022
https://vimeo.com/287034516


MILITARY



GERMANY'S MIGHTY MINI TANK 
The Wiesel is a small tracked vehicle of the army. Visually it looks like a toy tank, 
but it contains concentrated firepower and power. The 20mm automatic cannon 
and the anti-tank guided missile TOW are dangerous weapons. The Wiesel was 
designed to be extra small and light so that it can be brought quickly to its area 
of operation by helicopter and transport aircraft. It is probably the most versatile 
armored vehicle in the German army.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

Screener: Germany's Mighty Mini Tank

Screener: Germany's Military Machines

I Password: Quintus2015

I Password: Quintus2015

GERMANY'S MILITARY MACHINES
This series gives a look behind the scenes of the German armed forces and navy. 
What are the latest techonolgies and tactics? Since the Bundeswehr  was founded 
in the mid-1950s, the troops‘ weapons have improved enormously. From handguns 
to grenade launchers to bazookas and even larger guns to the latest Hessen Frigate 
- a state of the art military ship especially designed for air defence.

7x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2022

HISTORY OF THE GERMAN ARMED 
FORCES
Since the Bundeswehr  was founded in the mid-1950s, the troops‘ weapons have 
improved enormously. These three episodes tell the history of the German Air 
Force, including the latest helicopter of the German Navy. Following exercisises of 
the navy on the Baltic sea and visiting a base in Warnemünde.  Particular attention 
is paid to technical aspects and spectacular missions over the years.

7x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2022
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https://vimeo.com/393904845
https://vimeo.com/599557022


U32 - GERMAN SUBMARINE SOLDIERS
30 people in a confined space, hard work around the clock and no contact with 
friends or family - life on one of the most modern submarines in the world is not 
for the faint of heart. Join the crew of the German submarine U32 on their journey 
from the Eckernförde naval base through the difficult-to-navigate Kiel Canal to 
Plymouth in England.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016

THE RUSSIAN ARMY
New weapons, state-of-the-art equipment and first-class instruction - the Russian 
Army is literally rolling out innovative guns to compete in the global military elite. 
In 2008, the Kremlin launched a program to completely renovate Russia's military 
strength. In this context, investments of more than 700 billion euros are intended 
to restore the previously ailing troops to their original splendor. 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016

Screener: U32 - German Subnmarine Soldiers I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: The Russian Army I Password: Quintus2015

GERMANY'S MILITARY TECH
The passion for historical military technology in your own garage is not only great 
in the USA. This trend has also reached Germany. The technical performance 
behind the historical relics fascinates the insiders of the scene. From the military 
technology festival in Finowfurt to the practical lesson in the tank driving school: 
Germany's Military Tech - Tanks, Medals and Secret Bunkers provides insights into 
the world of military technology fans, into their hobby rooms and their showcases.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

Screener: Germany's Military Tech I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/393905011
https://vimeo.com/599516518
https://vimeo.com/599528142


INSIDE NAVY STRATEGIES
This three-part series gives a fascinating insight into the secret world of international 
war battles in the vastness of the ocean. A mixture of unprecedented access to a 
real international (USA, GER, NOR) Nato mission exercise – originally shot at sea, 
cutting edge CGI revealing unseen details in the use and effect of latest weaponry, 
highly-decorated offi cers explain the strategies behind manoeuvres and rarely 
seen archive material puts the viewer in the front seat of what it means to defend 
a 100,000 ton aircraft carrier in the open water.

3x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2018

Screener: Inside Navy Strategies I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/293375124


SOCIO-CULTURAL



I Password: Quintus2015

CRISIS IN COCAINE VALLEY
Whether peasant families, couriers, mercenaries or drug lords - they have been living 
off one thing for decades: cocaine. In the Peruvian Andes, deep in the rainforest, 
is the „Cocaine Valley“ - the largest production site of the drug in the world. Every 
month, 200 laboratories produced several tons of the coveted drug. Then came 
Covid... with far-reaching consequences as cocaine has been threatened with 
extinction ever since.

1x60‘ | Producer: Maximus Film | Production year: 2022

Screener: Crisis in Cocaine Valley

PETS & PICKERS
Pets & Pickers  is the story of animals, their owners, and the special team of 
veterinarians who care for them.  To fund these treatments, the hospital has a 
unique solution: their thrift store. Motivated by extraordinary compassion and belief 
that  all  animals deserve treatment, the vet and thrift store team work tirelessly 
to offer pet families in-need access to life-saving healthcare.  It is a one-of-a-kind 
relationship with an uplifting mission: to help animals and their people.

2x6x60‘ | Producer: Bell Media | Production year: 2022

Screener: Pets & Pickers

MOST DANGEROUS WAYS TO SCHOOL

Facing the most extreme conditions – marching, climbing or swimming, these 
little kids fear neither brutal cold nor dangerous terrain. They face wild animals, 
climb up mountainous paths, fight their way through icy wastelands or under the 
merciless sun of the desert. They persevere through all this with only one goal in 
sight: a better life. These children have the most spectacular and most dangerous 
ways to school in the world!

S1: 5x60‘(2013), S2: 5x60‘(2015), S3 3x60‘(2018), Brazil 1x60' (2022) | P.: Maximus | B.: ARTE, NatGeo, Rai, 
France TV

Screener: Most Dangerous Ways to School I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/738257895
https://review.bellmedia.ca/view/897794788
https://vimeo.com/324802403


FROM HOBBY TO HIGH TECH
In Germany, an estimated one million model builders enrich the nationwide club 
landscape. During the year hundreds of meetings of the scene take place. There 
the hobbyists compete against each other with scale models of the helicopters 
or airplanes, the mini-cars, steam engines, trains and boats. From Hobby to High 
Tech - World-class model builders shows who has the most beautiful and fastest 
self-made miniature vehicles. 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

RAILROAD MODELLERS
The Miniatur Wunderland in Hamburg houses the largest model railways in the 
world. Located in the historic warehouse district it has been one of Hamburg's 
greatest tourist magnets for many years, which has already captivated millions 
of visitors. On the 1499 square meter facility area, there are over 15 kilometers 
of miniature tracks on which around 1040 digitally controlled model trains are 
traveling to the Swiss Alps or flying to Las Vegas via the Miniatur Wunderland 
Airport. In Railroad Modellers - Miniature Wonderland we showcase the owners of 
the mini-world whilst they are planning and tinkering with their projects. 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

VODKA
What beer is to Germans, vodka is to Russians. The Russians consume around 60 
liters of their national drink per capita per year - as cheap liquor, fine drink and 
home-distilled. But the high alcohol consumption has consequences: every year 
around 30,000 people in Russia die of alcohol poisoning. Vodka - Friend and foe of 
the Russians takes a closer look at the production and sales of Vodka - a lucrative 
business in which not everything is at it seems..

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017
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Screener: From Hobby to High Tech I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Railroad Modellers I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Vodka - Friend and Foe for the Russians I Password: Quintus2015

https://vimeo.com/599544885
https://vimeo.com/599539908
https://vimeo.com/599566885


OKTOBERFEST MADNESS
Every year, thousands of visitors from all over the world flock to the meadows for 
the Oktoberfest, the superlative folk festival in Munich. In addition to the hard-
working people in the marquee who balance the mugs of beer through the party 
and, above all, the drinking crowd, the ranks of German A to C celebrities should not 
be missing either. But what does it look like behind the scenes of the Oktoberfest, 
why does it fascinate so many people?

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2014

Screener: Oktoberfest Madness I Password: Quintus2015

JUNGLE MIDWIVES OF COLOMBIA
Pacha, Manuela and Keyla – three women of different ages and backgrounds who 
have one thing in common: their commitment to women and children in Colombia. 
The three jungle midwives take long and dangerous paths to support expectant 
mothers in the remote villages of the Colombian rainforest during pregnancy and 
childbirth. What they do is very important to the women, because medical care is 
usually not available in this poor region for pregnant women.

1x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: Arte | Production year: 2020

Screener: Jungle Midwives I Password: Quintus2015

PLANET SCHOOL
This show takes small and larger viewers to the most extraordinary schools around 
the globe. Planet School follows youngsters, aged between 8-17, in an ordinary 
school day as a kid in places that are VERY extraordinary. The viewer gains an 
insight into the culture, country, school and routines of pupils from around the 
world. School is boring? Defenitely not in these schools from India, USA, Denmark, 
Bangladesh, New Zealand and Argentina.

3x60‘ | Producer: Maximus | Broadcaster: Canal+ , AMC, MDR | Production year: 2018

Screener: Planet School I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/599502241
https://vimeo.com/476266313
https://vimeo.com/287076051


HARMONY OF THE SEAS
With a length of 363 meters, a width of 66 meters and a height of 72 meters, the 
luxury liner "Harmony of the Seas" is unique. The 120,000-ton giant has space for 
more than 6,300 passengers who can enjoy themselves on the longest slide at sea 
or in one of two surf pools among other things. Harmony of the Seas  - Leisure on 
the Ocean accompanies the luxury liner on its maiden voyage.

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016

Screener: Harmony of the Seas I Password: Quintus2015
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https://vimeo.com/599525148


HISTORY



Screener: Law and Order in Russia I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Inside Russian Society I Password: Quintus2015

Screener: Forgotten Nuclear War I Password: Quintus2015

VLADIMIR PUTIN: POWER AT ANY COST 
February 24, 2022. Vladimir Putin invades Russia’s neighboring country, Ukraine.  
Putin‘s ability to rule, his power, is at stake - and there’s no price too high.  Stationed 
in Dresden in the 1980’s,  a small cog in the KGB spy machinery, rising up through 
the ranks to become President of Russia.  A meteoric rise and so far,  nothing has 
stopped him:  Neither wars, terrorist attacks nor political scandals.  

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2022

FORGOTTEN NUCLEAR WAR
The Bikini-Atoll looks like holiday paradise. In fact, it is everything other than that. 
America's nuclear bomb tests at the beginning of the cold war changed this place 
from heaven to hell. This two-part series explains the background of the tests, 
reveals the real reasons behind it, and explains the continuous effect the bombs 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2017

INSIDE RUSSIAN SOCIETY
Opulence and poverty, drug addicts and adrenaline junkies, official corruption and 
underworld crime. There is nothing that you cannot find in Russia. Inside Russian 
Society takes a fascinating insight into the different extremes that influence the 

4x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016

LAW AND ORDER IN RUSSIA
Law and Order in Russia gives a deep insight into the extreme conditions of law 
enforcement throughout Russia. Police, drug enforcement, special forces, military, 
prisons. Each episode focuses on a different branch of law enforcement and its 

1x60‘ | Producer: WeltN24 | Broadcaster: WELT | Production year: 2016
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https://vimeo.com/264628377
https://vimeo.com/303466662
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